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NEW QUESTION: 1
A prospective IBM POWER8 customer is worried about the
longevity of RISC processors.
Which response should help the customer be less concerned about
their investment in a Power System?
A. With IBM's support for Little Endian, AIX and IBM i will run
on x86.
B. Even if POWER is discontinued, all IBM applications and
middleware have been ported to Linux.
C. The IBM OS and Power technology roadmaps emphasize IBM's

technology commitment.
D. IBM has guaranteed the OpenPOWER Foundation that IBM will
continue POWER chip development for the next 10 years.
Answer: C
Explanation:
http://www-03.ibm.com/systems/power/software/i/strategy.html
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A. Ensure that the servers do not have Elastic IP addresses.
B. Put the servers in a private subnet.
C. Enable Enhanced Networking on the instances to control
traffic flows.
D. Edit the route for the subnet with the following entry:
Destination 0.0.0.0/0target: igw-xxxxxxxx
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following SD-WAN load -balancing method use
interface weight value to distribute traffic? (Choose two.)
A. Source IP
B. Session
C. Spillover
D. Volume
Answer: B,D
Explanation:
https://docs.fortinet.com/document/fortigate/6.0.0/handbook/497
19/configuring-sd-wan-load-balancing
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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/blueprints/co
ncepts/resource-locking
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